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The TEXTURES COLLECTION plays on hues 
of color and unexpected geometries.

It opens onto a world that ranges from the 
play of colors of semi-precious stones to the 
weaving of wicker whose intertwining create 
ribbons in gold or silver.

The pastel colors define contemporary lines 
where MyMosaic provides completely new 
shades and three-dimensional effects. 

The deep grouting of the Pebbles and the 
Dots brings out the surprising colors that call 
on nature in  unpredictable ways.

Finally we discover the Optical effects, be 
them classic or not, that provide the walls 
with new and unexpected aspects.

MyMosaic succeeds again in surprising 
for those shapes and unique colors whose  
effects cannot be reproduced by other  
materials, but, above all, it becomes a  
decorative element with an unobtrusive  
grace.

TEXTURES
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TEXTURES

GEMS

GEMS come together to form a  
precious carpet of unique colors  
and nuances, resuming the tones  
of Malachite, Corniola, Lapis Lazuli 
and Quartz.

The glossy surface even at the  
touch recalls the consistencies  
of the hard stones providing  
inspiration for the color, while  
the design gets composed and  
creates the nuance effect of  
color you can find in the single tile.

Resistant to humid environments,  
it is ideal for spa installations,  
precious bathrooms and tub  
surrounds.

Simply Precious... this is what  
MyMosaic manages to be.

DESIGNED BY: 
MyMosaic Designers
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TEXTURES

ALHAMBRA

We get surrounded by an  
environment of Middle Eastern  
flavor, as ALHAMBRA brings  
to memory a hammam and the 
warm colors of oriental  
compositions.

ALHAMBRA plays on wonderful  
color compositions with every single  
shaded and three-dimensional tile 
so that the effect of depth of the 
wall is enhanced to our eye.

It comes in lilac, turquoise or in a  
delicately gilded variety.

DESIGNED BY: 
MyMosaic Designers
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TEXTURES

SALIX

This page opens with a rich  
presentation of various  
interpretations of wicker  
weaving: SALIX, so flexible and 
natural-looking, is presented 
again in MyMosaic, removing 
its delicacy from exposure but 
leaving the rich effect of the 
intertwining, reinforced by the 
movement of the ribbons.

The columns of the restaurant / 
bistro are gracefully decorated, 
made shiny but warm with such 
innovative decor.

There is room even for wicker  
slightly faded from wear, so  
dear sometimes in the d’antan   
furniture, in addition to various 
weaves.

A very special effect is then  
strengthened by the grouting  
that fills the tiles left empty by 
the interweaving, creating an  
interesting contrast between  
glossy intertwining and opaque 
grouting.

DESIGNED BY: 
MyMosaic Designers
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We follow the interweaving plays 
of MyMosaic that goes from  
wicker to more voluptuous  
weaves: black velvety ribbons 
combined with silver or gold,  
embellishing the walls with  
elegant decorations.

Once again it is the grouting that 
enhances the contrast with the 
glossy property of the material, in 
this application RIBBON recalling 
velvet and silk combined with 
each other.

Silver and gold are absolutely  
brilliant and rich with unexpected 
effects in a simple tile.

The wall then takes its place  
as a valuable addition thus  
characterizing the whole scene.

TEXTURES

RIBBON

DESIGNED BY: 
MyMosaic Designers
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We enter a fresh and  
contemporary world with  
the RIPPLE tile presented  
in this photo in the Pastel Blue 
color and in the small size.

Each tile shows its depth thanks 
to the repetitive design, creating 
dark light effects always in the  
light shade of pastel colors.

It is ideal to bring freshness in an 
outdoor area, but also for a back 
splash in the kitchen or bathroom 
surrounds.

TEXTURES

RIPPLE SMALL

DESIGNED BY: 
MyMosaic Designers
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The  RIPPLE LARGE version is well 
suited to this wall combining the 
woods and the surrounding green.

Again the color Dove Gray  
manages to be original forming 
shades and new nuances; the 
glossy appearance does nothing 
but bring out the contrasting wall 
with the natural opacities of the 
other surrounding materials.

TEXTURES

RIPPLE LARGE

DESIGNED BY: 
MyMosaic Designers
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Of Black and White we never get  
tired, so here’s a fun and yet  
classic new wall play. 

The DOMINO shape is completely 
new and creates an optical carpet 
that can then be repeated even 
in shades of gray, mitigating the 
impact but remaining faithful 
to the visual effect created on
the wall.

The tile is very similar to the GEMS 
one but thanks to the full colors, 
the effect is transformed and the 
rhomboid game creates a very  
original motif.

TEXTURES

OPTICAL : DOMINO

DESIGNED BY: 
MyMosaic Designers
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OBLIQUE really offers a very  
contemporary “carpet” effect 
and makes this otherwise very  
anonymous meeting room  
extremely interesting.

OBLIQUE colors vary from 
the gray white of the photo 
to the strongest and most 
characterizing black and white.

TEXTURES

OPTICAL : OBLIQUE

DESIGNED BY: 
MyMosaic Designers
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Sophisticated and luxurious, this 
tile makes the ivory and gold  
contrast even more evident due 
to the nature of glossy gold and  
matte ivory.

GOLD & IVORY Suitable for 
many environments, it is also 
appreciated for its rather unusual 
and elegant champagne gold 
veiling that eliminates the strong 
contrast of shiny golden yellow in 
favor of a more elegant golden 
coating.

It is produced in a rhomboidal  
shape or in the classic 019_SQ, 
the choice will depend not only 
on the taste of the designer but 
also on the setting itself and on 
the surface to be furnished.

TEXTURES

GOLD & IVORY

DESIGNED BY: 
Cristofori Santi Architects
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Why not mention grass on the 
wall, why not create the strangest 
colors from the pebbles?

Everything is possible and the  
effect is extremely original, as  
in this version of the MODERN 
PEBBLE green and black, with 
black grouting MODERN PEBBLE  
deliberately creates a contrast 
between the wide matt black 
grouting and the colored 
glossy pebbles.

The color versions are various
and all contemporary. 

TEXTURES

MODERN PEBBLE

DESIGNED BY: 
MyMosaic Designers
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The DOTS effect, like the  
MODERN PEBBLE, works 
in contrast between the grout 
line and the glossy effect creating 
an original and cheerful wall.

Beautiful in its blue / green and  
bright red colors, it creates  
pleasing contrasts and new  
harmonies.
Easy and durable on the outside, 
as well as on all humid 
environments, this particular tile 
immediately creates interest and 
the desire to check its texture.

TEXTURES

DOTS

DESIGNED BY: 
MyMosaic Designers
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The application of the Dots in   
silver or  gold version , mother 
of pearl insert, make the tile  
precious and suitable for settings 
that require luxury effect but yet 
with playfulness.

In this LUXURY DOTS version the 
background is reflective and 
makes the play of lights magical.

The deep grouting could also be 
in the glittered version making 
the whole set even more 
uniform and fun.

TEXTURES

LUXURY DOTS

DESIGNED BY: 
MyMosaic Designers
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The SUBWAY tile is reminiscent  
of a metropolitan style, the  
traditional beveled effect, which  
is spectacularly successful just 
for a game of shades while the 
tile itself remains flat.

Funny and ironic this SUBWAY 
MAXI reminds us of the staircase 
that goes down to the SUBWAY, 
and in this case the designer has 
used MyMosaic to highlight a 
personal contribution of the 
owner of the loft who wanted to 
indicate a particular London 
underground station.

The SUBWAY is declined in  
various colors from Dove Gray, as  
it appears here, to pastel colors. 

It is also present in the catalog 
in two sizes, Maxi sizes and 
standard, to better fit different 
dimensional settings.

TEXTURES

SUBWAY

DESIGNED BY: 
MyMosaic Designers
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GEMS

ALHAMBRA

GOLD
( TC_ALH_GD )

TURQUOISE
( TC_ALH_TU )

LILAC
( TC_ALH_LI )

9.84 x 7.48 in   /   25 x 23 cm 9.84 x 7.48 in   /   25 x 23 cm 9.84 x 7.48 in   /   25 x 23 cm

SMOKY QUARTZ
( TC_GEM_SQ )

CORNIOLA
( TC_GEM_CO )

MALACHITE
( TC_GEM_MA )

LAPIS-LAZULI 
( TC_GEM_LA )

7.09 x 9.84 in   /   18 x 25 cm7.09 x 9.84 in   /   18 x 25 cm7.09 x 9.84 in   /   18 x 25 cm7.09 x 9.84 in   /   18 x 25 cm
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SALIX

RIBBON

GOLD
( TC_RIB_GD )

SILVER
( TC_RIB_SV )

BLACK VELVET
( TC_RIB_BV )

9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm 9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm 9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

NATURAL
( TC_SAL_NA )

9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

VINTAGE
( TC_SAL_VI )

9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

NEST
( TC_SAL_NE )

9.05 x 7.48 in   /   23 x 19 cm
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RIPPLE  SMALL

RIPPLE  LARGE

DOVE-GRAY
( TC_RPS_DG )

PASTEL BLUE
( TC_RPS_PB )

PASTEL GREEN
( TC_RPS_PG )

ICE
( TC_RPS_IC )

9.05 x 9.45 in   /   23 x 24 cm 9.05 x 9.45 in   /   23 x 24 cm 9.05 x 9.45 in   /   23 x 24 cm 9.05 x 9.45 in   /   23 x 24 cm

DOVE-GRAY
( TC_RPL_DG )

PASTEL BLUE
( TC_RPL_PB )

PASTEL GREEN
( TC_RPL_PG )

ICE
( TC_RPL_IC )

9.45 x 9.84 in   /   24 x 25 cm 9.45 x 9.84 in   /   24 x 25 cm 9.45 x 9.84 in   /   24 x 25 cm 9.45 x 9.84 in   /   24 x 25 cm
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OPTICAL : DOMINO

DOMINO BLACK
( TC_OPD_BK )

DOMINO GRAY
( TC_OPD_GR )

7.09 x 9.84 in   /   18 x 25 cm 7.09 x 9.84 in   /   18 x 25 cm

OPTICAL : OBLIQUE

OBLIQUE BLACK
( TC_OPO_BK )

OBLIQUE GRAY
( TC_OPO_GR )

9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm 9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm
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MODERN PEBBLE

GREEN
( TC_MPE_GN )

9.45 x 9.45 in   /   24 x 24 cm

TURQUOISE
( TC_MPE_TU )

9.45 x 9.45 in   /   24 x 24 cm

SAND
( TC_MPE_SA )

9.45 x 9.45 in   /   24 x 24 cm

GOLD & IVORY

SQUARE
( TC_GAI_SQ )

RHOMBUS
( TC_GAI_RH )

9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm 7.87 x 9.84 in   /   20 x 25 cm
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DOTS

CORAL
( TC_DOT_CO )

9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

MARINE
( TC_DOT_MA )

9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

FERN
( TC_DOT_FE )

9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

LUXURY  DOTS

GOLD
( TC_LUD_GD )

SILVER
( TC_LUD_SV )

DIAMOND
( TC_LUD_DI )

9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm 9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm 9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm
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SUBWAY LARGE

SUBWAY MAXI

DOVE-GRAY
( TC_SUL_DG )

PASTEL BLUE
( TC_SUL_PB )

PASTEL GREEN
( TC_SUL_PG )

ICE
( TC_SUL_IC )

9.84 x 7.87 in   /   25 x 20 cm 9.84 x 7.87 in   /   25 x 20 cm 9.84 x 7.87 in   /   25 x 20 cm 9.84 x 7.87 in   /   25 x 20 cm

DOVE-GRAY
( TC_SUM_DG )

PASTEL BLUE
( TC_SUM_PB )

PASTEL GREEN
( TC_SUM_PG )

ICE
( TC_SUM_IC )

9.84 x 5.90 in   /   25 x 15 cm 9.84 x 5.90 in   /   25 x 15 cm 9.84 x 5.90 in   /   25 x 15 cm 9.84 x 5.90 in   /   25 x 15 cm
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ULTRA-SLIM
Only 0.07 in (2 mm)

OUTDOOR USE
High performance in any  
weather condition

EASY TO INSTALL
Each tile is numbered and 
installation diagram is supplied

BACKLIT
Possibility to use on  
backlit panels

LIGHTWEIGHT
Only 3.9 oz per sf (1.2 kg per sqm)

FIT ALL SIZES
Images can be expanded  
on unlimited surfaces

FLEXIBLE
Can be wrapped around  
curved shapes

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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CHEMICAL RESISTANCE
Tested and Approved for 
swimming pools, spas, and saunas

GRAFFITI-PROOF
Tested and Approved for strong 
detergents

FLAME RESISTANCE
Tested and Approved to be 
self-exinguishing with no 
release of toxic smoke

ABRASION & WEAR RESISTANCE
Tested and Approved to be 
scratch-proof and shock-resistant

TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE
Tested and Approved for very 
low or very high temperatures as 
well as for humidity exposure

CERTIFIED PRODUCT
In compliance with UL and  
ASTM Standards

OUTDOOR RESISTANCE
Tested and Approved for any 
oudoor application

PRODUCT CERTIFICATIONS
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MYMOSAIC  Inc. 

444 Madison Ave. 10022 New York, NY
info@my-mosaic.com   www.my-mosaic.com

my-mosaic.com

MYMOSAIC produces and delivers in-house 
product development, inspirational research  
and executive perferction. 
With a highly productive and rapid output it 
reproduces digital images and decorations  
in nanopolymer mosaic for hospitality,  
residential and commercial uses.
The international working group, which has 
Italian origins, is  based in New York and  
creates and develops technology, guaranteed 
by international patents and complying with 
worldwide regulations for public and private 
use.




